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Fig. 3. Probability of occurrence for the various MPEG-2 parameters
characterized in Fig. 2(a) Picture Header Information and Picture Coding
Extension and (b) Slice-, Macroblock-, and Block-Layers for the “Miss
America” QCIF video sequence encoded at 30 frame/s and 1.15 Mbit/s.
ward_f_code—have the same probability of occurrence, since
they appear once for every coded video frame. The parameters
full_pel_forward_vector and forward_f_code have a higher
probability of occurrence than full_pel_backward_vector
and backward_f_code, since the former two appear in both
-frames and -frames, while the latter two only occur in
-frames. For our experiments, the MPEG-2 encoder was
configured such that for every encoded -frame, there were
two encoded -frames. However, when compared with the
parameters from the Slice-Layer, Macroblock-Layer and
Block-Layer, which are characterized by the bar chart of Fig.
3(b), the parameters of the Picture Header Information and Pic-
ture Coding Extension appeared significantly less frequently.
If we compare the frequency of occurrence of the parameters
in the Slice-Layer with those in the Macroblock- and Block-
Layers,theformerappearedlessoften,sincetherewere11mac-
roblocks and 44 blocks per video frame slice for the QCIF Miss
America video sequence considered in our experiments. The
AC Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [15] coefficient param-
eter had the highest probability of occurrence, exceeding eighty
percent.
Fig. 4 shows the probability of bits being allocated to the
various MPEG-2 parameters in the Picture Header Infor-
mation, Picture Coding Extension, Slice-, Macroblock-, and
Block-Layers [12]. Fig. 5 was included to more explicitly
illustrate the probability of bit allocation seen in Fig. 4(b),
with the probability of allocation of bits to the AC DCT
coefficients being omitted from the bar-chart. Considering Fig.
4(a), the two dominant parameters, with the highest number
of encoding bits requirement, are the picture start code (PSC)
and the picture coding extension start code (PCESC). However,
comparing these probabilities with the probability of bits being
allocated to the various parameters in the Slice-, Macroblock-,
and Block-Layers, the percentage of bits allocated can still be
considered minimal due to their infrequent occurrence. In the
Block-Layer, the AC DCT coefficients require in excess of
85 percent of the bits available for the whole video sequence.
However, at bit rates lower than 1.15 Mbit/s the proportion
of AC-coefficient encoding bits was significantly reduced,
as illustrated by Fig. 6. Specifically, at 30 frames/s and 1.15
Mbit/s, the average number of bits per video frame is about
38 000 and a given proportion of these bits is allocated to
the MPEG-2 control header information, motion information
and to the DCT coefficients. Upon reducing the total bitrate
budget—since the number of control header bits is more or
less independent of the target bitrate—the proportion of bits
allocated to the DCT coefficients is substantially reduced. This
is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 6 for bit rates of 1.15 Mbit/s
and 240 kbit/s for the “Miss America” QCIF video sequence.
The next process, as discussed earlier, was to normalize the
measured average PSNR degradation according to the proba-
bility ofoccurrence oftherespectiveMPEG-2 parameters inthe
bitstream and the probability of bits being allocated to this pa-
rameter. The normalized average PSNR degradation caused by
corruptingtheparametersofthePictureHeaderInformationand
Picture Coding Extension [12] is portrayed in Fig. 7(a). Simi-
larly, the normalized average PSNR degradation for the param-
eters of the Slice-, Macroblock-, and Block-Layers is shown in
Fig. 7(b). In order to visually enhance Fig. 7(b), the normal-
ized average PSNR degradation for the AC DCT coefficients
was omitted in the bar-chart shown in Fig. 8.
The highest PSNR degradation was inflicted by the AC DCT
coefficients, since these parameters occur most frequently and
hence are allocated the highest number of bits. When a bit
error occurs in the bitstream, the AC DCT coefficients have
a high probability of being corrupted. The other parameters,
such as the DC_DCT_size and DC_DCT_differential, though
exhibiting high average PSNR degradations when corrupted,
registered low normalized average PSNR degradations since
their occurrence in the bitstream is confined to the infrequent
intra-coded frames.
The end-of-block MPEG-2 parameter exhibited the second
highest normalized averagePSNR degradationin this study. Al-
though the average number of bits used for the end-of-block is10 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCASTING, VOL. 46, NO. 1, MARCH 2000
Fig. 13. Video partitioning scheme for the DVB-T system operating in hierarchical mode.
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Fig. 14. Evolution of the probability of occurrence of PBP values from one
picturetoanother ofthe 704￿576-pixel“Football”videosequenceforScheme
1 of Table VI.
hierarchical mode and receiving its input from the video par-
titioner. The FEC module represents the concatenated coding
system, consisting of a Reed–Solomon codec [4] and a convo-
lutional codec [4]. The modulator can invoke both 16-QAM
and 64-QAM [6]. We shall now use an example to illustrate the
choice of the various partitioning ratios summarized in Table V.
We shall assume that 64-QAM is selected and the high- and
low-priority video partitions employ rate 1/2 and 3/4 convolu-
tional codes, respectively. This scenario is portrayed in the third
line of the 64-QAM section of Table V. We do not have to take
the Reed–Solomon code rate into account, since both partitions
invokethesameReed–Solomoncodec.Basedonthesefactsand
upon referring to Fig. 13, the input bitrates and of the
modulator must be in the ratio 1:2, since the two MSB’s of the
64-QAM constellation are assigned to the high-priority video
partition and the remaining four bits to the low-priority video
partition.
At the same time, the ratio of to is related to the ratio
of to with the FEC redundancy taken into account, re-
quiring:
(2)
If, for example, the input video bitrate to the data partitioner
module is 1 Mbit/s, the output bitrate of the high- and low-pri-
ority partition would be kbit/s and kbit/s,
respectively, according to the ratio indicated by (2).
In this section, we have outlined the operation of the data
partitioning scheme, which we used in the DVB-T hierarchical
transmission scheme. Its performance in the context of the
overall system will be characterized in Section VIII. Let us,
however, first evaluate the BER-sensitivity of the partitioned
MPEG-2 bitstream to randomly distributed bit errors using
various partitioning ratios.
VI. PERFORMANCE OF DATA THE PARTITIONING SCHEME
Let us consider here the 16-QAM modem and refer to the
equally split rate-1/2 convolutional coded high- and low-pri-
ority scenario as Scheme 1. Furthermore, the 16-QAM rate-1/312 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCASTING, VOL. 46, NO. 1, MARCH 2000
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Fig. 16. Evolution of the probability of occurrence of PBP values from one
picturetoanother ofthe 704￿576-pixel“Football”videosequenceforScheme
3 of Table VI.
titions, while keeping the other partition error-free. These re-
sults are portrayed in Figs. 17(b), 18(b), and 19(b), for Schemes
1 to 3, respectively.
Comparing Figs. 17(b) to 19(b), we observe that the average
PSNR degradation exhibited by the three schemes of Table VI,
when only their high-priority partitions are corrupted, is sim-
ilar. The variations in the average PSNR degradation in these
cases are caused bythe different quantity of sensitivevideobits,
which resides in the high-priority partition. If we compare the
performanceoftheschemessummarizedinTableVIataBERof
, Scheme 3 experienced approximately 8.8 dB average
video PSNR degradation, while Schemes 1 and 2 exhibited ap-
proximately 5 dB degradation. This trend was expected, since
Scheme 3 had the highest portion of the video bits—namely
2/3—residinginthehigh-prioritypartition,followedbyScheme
1 hosting 1/2 and Scheme 2 having 1/3 of the bits in this parti-
tion.
On the other hand, we can observe a significant difference
in the average PSNR degradation measured for Schemes 1 to 3
of Table VI, when only the low-priority partitions are corrupted
by comparing the curves shown as broken lines in Figs. 17(b)
to 19(b). Under this condition, Scheme 2 experienced approx-
imately 16 dB average video PSNR degradation at a BER of
. By contrast, Scheme 1 exhibited an approximately 4
dB average video PSNR degradation, while Scheme 3 experi-
enced about 7.5 dB degradation at this BER. The scheme with
the highest portion of video bits in the lower-priority partition,
i.e., Scheme 2, experienced the highest average video PSNR
degradation. This observation correlates well with our earlier
findings in the context of the high-priority partition scenario,
where the partition holding the highest portion of the video bits
in the error-impaired partition, exhibited the highest average
PSNR degradation.
Having discussed our observations for the three schemes of
Table VI from the perspective of the relative amount of video
bits in one partition compared to the other, we shall now ex-
aminethedetailsofthedatapartitioningprocessfurther,inorder
to relate them to our observations. Fig. 20 shows a typical ex-
ample of an MPEG-2 video bitstream both prior to data par-
titioning and after data partitioning. There are two scenarios
to be considered here, namely intra-frame coded macroblock
partitioning and inter-frame coded macroblock partitioning. We
have selected the PBP value of 64 from Table IV for the intra-
frame coded macroblock scenario and the PBP value of 3 for
the inter-frame coded macroblock scenario, since these values
have been selected frequently by the rate control arrangement
for Schemes 1 and 2. This is evident from Figs. 14 and 15
as well as from Figs. 17(a) and 18(a). This implies, with the
aid of Table VI and Fig. 20, that only the macroblock (MB)
header information and a few low-frequency DCT coefficients
will reside in the high-priority partition, while the rest of the
DCT coefficients will be stored in the low-priority partition.
These can be termed as base-layer and enhancement-layer, as
seen in Fig. 20. In the worst-case scenario, where the entire en-
hancement-layer or low-priority partition data is lost due to a
transmission error near the beginning of the associated low-pri-
ority bitstream, the MPEG-2 video decoder will only have the
bits of the high-priority partition in order to reconstruct the en-
coded video sequence. Hence, the MPEG-2 decoder certainly
cannotreconstructgoodqualityimages.Althoughtheresultsre-
ported by Ghanbari and Seferidis [25] suggested that adequate
video reconstruction is possible, provided that the motion vec-
tors are correctly decoded, this observation is only true if the
previousintra-codedframeiscorrectlyreconstructed.Ifthepre-
vious intra-coded frame contains artifacts, these artifacts will
be further propagated to forthcoming video frames by the mo-
tion vectors. By attempting to provide higher protection for the
high-priority partition or base-layer, we have indirectly forced